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Between THE Lines
BY SANDY COLEMAN, EDITOR

No silence, please
Here’s a confession: Libraries have never
been my favorite places. I have always felt
way too, well, loud and talkative to be in
these quiet churchlike places. And I’m not
one to be shushed. Trust me.
But I don’t feel that way in
Wheaton’s library, which is
always abuzz with students
tapping away on computer
keyboards, collaborating across
tables on schoolwork, and
lounging on sofas reading and
studying. This place is lively!
Nowhere is that more apparent than in the Marion B.
Gebbie Archives and Special
Collections, which is located
within the library. Oh, it seems
sedate at first, with all of that
antique furniture from the
collection scattered about, the
formal portraits staring down
from the walls, and the basket

of white gloves awaiting you if
you want to touch anything.
But then College Archivist
Zephorene Stickney (in photo),
who keeps the past present,
walks into the room. There is always such a twinkle in her eyes,
like she knows some secret she
wants to share. She’s always
ready to show you something
from the archives and collections, or tell you some juicy
piece of college history that will
make you utter, “Wow!” Or,
“really?” I always lose track of
time here.
So it was a joy for me to hang
out to watch her reveal trea-

Mystery solved

accompanying newspaper article
from her scrapbook answer your
question: “Who are these young
women and why are they holding
all of these stuffed animals?” [They
were participating in a “pet” show
sponsored by the Y.W.C.A.]

Tim Morse

Letters

Applause for winter issue
I want to compliment each of you
on the winter 2010 issue of the
Wheaton Quarterly. It has diversity,
richness and energy that is seldom
as clearly expressed.
You strengthen the Wheaton ties
for those of us who have long since
graduated and gone our separate
ways. It is with sincere thanks that I
wish each of you a great 2010.

Editor’s note: In the fall 2009
Quarterly, we ran this photo from
the archives and asked whether you
know who these people are. Polly
Calhoun wrote to the archives staff
with the answer.

More memories

Marion Lanphear Naifeh ’49

You forgot one
I enjoyed the athletic milestone
piece in the winter Quarterly.
One interesting omission was the
1920s intercollegiate competition
in baseball. Pembroke [formerly
the women’s division of Brown
University] played its first baseball
game against Wheaton in May
1928 in Providence. After the
contest, won by Pembroke (21–8),
both teams enjoyed ice cream in a
Pembroke dorm.
Peter Mackie P’97
2 Wheaton Quarterly

I was surprised and excited when
I opened a birthday card from my
mother’s cousin recently and found
a clipping of an article from your
Wheaton Quarterly. She received
it from Louise Swallow Ripley ’39,
who recognized my mother.
Pictured are my mother, Mary
Emeline Burnham ’36, and June E.
Webster ’38. I recognized the picture
immediately from an old scrapbook
my mother had kept! A picture and

Polly Calhoun

I have been going through some
past issues of the Quarterly, and in
the issue of this past fall, I saw the
article on the Dimple. It was captivating, as people shared so many
aspects of their lives over the years
in this one location on campus. I’d
like to add another memory.
The Class of ’61 had a funny ritual, which we observed for our four
years. It was actually held on the
Larcom side, outside of the Dimple.
It was called “Dimple Dough on
Grundy Monday.” Thanks to the efforts of as many of us as possible, on
a certain designated Monday in the
spring, we would hold a bake sale
late that afternoon. People would
hang posters announcing this event,
at strategic places on campus. Oh,

sures from Wheaton’s archives,
as I did the reporting for this
Quarterly’s cover story, “Digging
into history.” The story highlights
the research collaborations that
are taking place at Wheaton
between students, faculty
members, and the library and
technology staff members.
And speaking of research, this
issue also features a profile of
Kyle Judkins ’08, who has gotten
some great experience working
at Pfizer Inc., as a biologist contributing to diabetes research.
Now he is planning to go to
medical school.
We also turn the spotlight on
Angela Mullins ’00, an outspoken alum who is telling stories
on stages all over New York
City. She loves to talk. I wonder
if she feels the same way I do
about libraries? Q

Fernandes supermarket must have
been delighted, as many pastry
mixes were purchased there! And
we were pleased that the patronage
of the college community served to
augment our class savings.
It is what we didn’t do that I
sort of regret now. We should have
left this as a legacy to one of the
upcoming classes so that there
would be this ritual ongoing today.
Oh, well.

?

Sheila Kunian Vernick ’61

What’s on
your mind

The Quarterly welcomes letters to the
editor on topics you’ve read in these
pages or on other topics concerning
the Wheaton community. Please
address your letters to:
Sandy Coleman, editor
Wheaton Quarterly
Wheaton College
26 E. Main St.
Norton, MA 02766
You can also e-mail us:
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu

CONVERGENCE

Culture of accountability

By Ronald A. Crutcher, President

Assessing college accreditation

Imagine Google opening its entire operation—financial data, product
development plans, employment records, internal assessments of every
aspect of the business—to a team of senior leaders from other technology companies, like Apple, Microsoft, Yahoo and Dell.
Incredible and unlikely, right?
administrators, faculty and
visiting team that was charged
In the corporate world, it would
students, formed a number of
with the 10-year review of
be unthinkable. Colleges and
subcommittees to study particuPomona College in Claremont,
universities, however, do open up Calif., just south of Los Angeles.
lar areas, such as the college’s
their operations to visiting teams
curricular and student learning
In the fall, I welcomed an acof their peers on a regular basis in creditation visiting team to the
assessment efforts.
the name of accreditation.
The resulting self-study docuWheaton campus for our own
For the purpose of accreditament contained a wealth of inforappraisal. Both efforts were
tion, the country is divided into
mation. The report was first made
revealing and rewarding.
six regions, and each reavailable to the Wheaton
The energy and intellectual effort
gion has its own accredicommunity online and
that I saw invested on accreditation in print as a means for
tation association. Our
regional accreditation
stimulating comment and
activities in the past year, at
association is the New
feedback from faculty,
Wheaton and at Pomona, stands in
England Association of
staff and students. The fistark contrast to the mass media
Schools and Colleges.
nal version was delivered
The accreditation proto the visiting team well in
presentation of higher education.
cess leaves no corner
advance of their campus
of campus unexamined. While
visit. And it was complemented
In fact, the energy and intelthe standards for institutional
by an electronic reading room
lectual effort that I saw invested
accreditation vary slightly in diffilled with data from which the
on accreditation activities in the
ferent regions of the country, the
report was drawn, including
past year, at Wheaton and at
principles always cover virtually
financial statements, assessments
Pomona, stands in stark contrast
every part of a college’s operaof the curriculum, annual reports
to the mass media presentation
tions, from students’ classroom
and much more.
of higher education as indifferlearning and cocurricular
The visiting team, all of whom
ent to the quality of teaching,
experiences to strategic planare senior leaders at other libuninterested in student learning
ning, financial management and
outcomes and hostile to change. eral arts colleges like Wheaton,
Participation in an accreditainstitutional governance.
examined the report and the
tion effort contradicts that percep- background information before
This process reflects the comtion. It’s an intensive process that
mitment to open inquiry and
coming to campus. Once here,
begins more than a year in adcritique that are core principles
they met with many individuals
vance of the actual accreditation
of the academy. It seeks to enover a three-day period, digging
sure that each institution, as well visit with a comprehensive study
as specialized programs in many conducted by the school itself.
Typically, this takes a team
disciplines, operates based on
of people. Professors Darlene
sound educational, financial
Boroviak and Elita Pastra-Landis
and managerial principles. In
addition, the federal government led Wheaton’s effort, which began 18 months before the actual
depends upon accreditation as
visit. The college’s steering
the qualification for institutional
committee, which
participation in federal financial
comprised
aid programs.
I participated on both sides of
the accreditation process in the
past year. Last spring, I led the

into the self-study’s findings,
testing internal conclusions and
reaching their own findings. A final report written by the visiting
team and a response from the
institution to the team’s findings
will be completed by the end
of the semester. The resulting
recommendations from these
studies form a critical part of a
college’s plans for improving the
education that students receive.
In Wheaton’s case, the final
recommendations will most likely
highlight the need for our college
to focus on student retention. The
need to address this issue comes
as no surprise to those of us on
campus. Attrition at Wheaton has
long been higher than at many
other private liberal arts colleges.
In fact, Provost Linda Eisenmann
and Dean of Students Lee
Williams have begun a comprehensive, campuswide effort to ensure that new students “connect”
to our community, improving
their experience and the college’s
retention rate.
The Wheaton community
remains far from complacent
about the quality of its educational programs. And that
urge for ongoing improvement,
which is shared by faculty and
staff, serves as the best marker of
institutional accountability. Q
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Forget all those things your mother said
about not picking things up off the ground
and eating them. It’s OK to do that—if you
know what you’re doing.
We’re not talking about M&Ms. We’re
talking about mushrooms, where the ones
you pick could be either
Students
delicious or deadly. Thanks
forage for to “The Complete Amateur
Naturalist,” a First Year
food and
knowledge Seminar taught in the fall
by Professor of Biology
Betsey Dyer, students now have a shot at
making the right choice. In addition to
learning how to identify what is edible in
nature, they also have sharpened their skills
of observation and their ability to provide
scientific names and classifications for what
they encounter. And, at a winter banquet,
they got to eat the foods they foraged.
Dyer’s class collaborated with First Year
Seminar “The Rituals of Dinner,” taught by
Professor of Religion Jonathan BrumbergKraus.
In keeping with a seminar designed to
be less confined to a classroom than most,
students went to the source of knowledge by
doing fieldwork. They went to the Rehoboth,
Mass., farm where Dyer grew up, just a few
miles from Wheaton. The Great Meadow Hill
Farm has been in Dyer’s family since 1810.
Dyer’s naturalist course stems from her homegrown interest in nature. And after all, she said,
everyone is a naturalist. “We have roots back
to the first foragers, gatherers and hunters. Our
ancestors knew their
edible plants
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out of necessity, but it is still a worthwhile skill
in modern naturalists who want to know every
aspect of their environments.”
At the farm, students gathered under a
tree around Russ Cohen, a wild plants foraging expert and author of Wild Plants I Have
Known…and Eaten. Before giving them
a primer on what to eat, he offered them
“fruit leather” (tastes like Fruit Roll-Ups)—
homemade from autumn olive berries,
which are common in New England.
“There’s stuff to eat everywhere,” he told
them. “If you like being outdoors, knowing
what you can eat makes it even more fun.”
For two hours, two dozen students, Dyer
and Brumberg-Kraus walked through the
farm and surrounding woods on a foraging
expedition. As Cohen spotted various edible
plants, he talked about each, explained how
to harvest each without wiping out a species
of plants or animals who feed on them, and
gave students a chance to taste.
A tall, weedy-looking plant with a fan of
lavender flowers turned out to be chicory
(Cichorium intybus). Not only is it edible,
it can also serve as a coffee substitute, he
told students.
“Could you make espresso out of it?”
asked Paul Marcyk ’13. Alas, it would be a
weak espresso—chicory has no caffeine.
Marcyk, who has experience with wild
plants from participating in a wilderness
organization in Oregon, welcomed the
opportunity to learn about New England
plants. “This gave me some confidence that
there was some overlap of species, but there
were still some that I didn’t know,” he said.

Photos by Katie Hall ’06

Outdoor dining

“This trip gave me a good foundation for
starting to eat wild food in New England.”
Namiko Hitotsubashi ’13 said she took the
naturalist seminar because she has been interested in learning more about plants, especially
herbs, since she writes fantasy stories.
“It would be useful should my characters
ever have to go foraging,” she said. “My
theory is that the more you know about
the plants, stars, history and mythology of
our world, the more real you can make the
worlds of your imagination.”
A bright orange and yellow mushroom
(Laetiporus sulphureus), known as the
“chicken of the woods,” was one of the most
visually dramatic finds of the day.
Weeks after the field trip, a student in
Brumberg-Kraus’s class found one of the
mushrooms growing on campus and was
able to identify it. “I harvested it after class,”
he said. “I froze most of it for our banquet
and ate some of it in a stew. Delicious!”
For the record, it did not taste like
chicken. Q

WCCS-FM tunes in to students for 30 years
“All of my roomies and I were big
radio fans. I noticed that all the other
colleges had one and thought that
we should, too,” said Van Leight. So
she worked with Susan Cingari ’81,
Margaret Delaney Woodward ’81,
Karen Davidson Silverman ’81 and
Valerie Huch Reynolds ’81 to create
WCCS (575 AM), which first aired on
May 15, 1979. “We played all of our
rock ’n’ roll. And we tried to do talk
shows, but how many times could I
interview my roommate?” joked Van
Leight, who now works in the garment business in New York.
Thirty years later, Wheaton’s radio
station—now WCCS (96.5 FM)—is
going strong. And it is even branching out. This fall during Homecoming,
the station crew celebrated the 30th
anniversary with a ribbon cutting for a
new recording studio in Balfour-Hood
Center. The commercial quality studio
is available to the many music and
spoken word groups on campus, and
others who want to make recordings.
The station broadcasts 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, year-round.
It now provides DJs for events and
presents an annual concert that brings local
bands to campus to perform during spring
break weekend. Although the station’s range
doesn’t go much beyond the campus, WCCS
has a broader audience because it broadcasts
via the Web, said Christopher Romilly ’10,
station co-general manager.
One thing has not changed—student leadership. There are more than 120 students
who serve as on-air personalities and the
staff, taking care of everything from business
management to technical tasks.
The station, which receives funding from
the Student Government Association, was set
up to be “free format” versus programmed.
Wheaton has one of the few such formats
remaining at college radio stations, said
Romilly, a theatre major. “The intention was
to allow students to play whatever they want
and to talk about whatever they want. We

Victoria Arocho

It was 1979. Sony introduced the Walkman. Gas was 86 cents a gallon.
Donna Summer and the Bee Gees were dominating radios nationwide.
And Nicole Van Leight ’80 and her peers finally got what they wanted to
enhance college life—a radio station at Wheaton.

Sara Michale Smith ’90, station adviser

encourage students to be creative, and we
don’t police people,” he said.
Content on the station runs the gamut
from country to rock music, from sports talk
to political debates. In addition to student
DJs, faculty memListen online
bers have hosted
wccs.wheatoncollege.edu music shows, and
President Ronald A. Crutcher has discussed
student-related issues on air.
“I love WCCS because it draws a variety
of Wheaton students and professors with a
common desire to be heard,” said Elizabeth
Hunt ’12, the WCCS music director and
DJ, who maintains connections with record
companies nationwide. “It’s all about what
you want to play or say, save for a few FCC
restrictions, of course.”
And the station continues to be a learning
vehicle, just as it was for Cingari in 1979. She

was involved in creating news for the station.
“I was interning already in the newsrooms of
several radio stations in Rhode Island, but I
was not getting much air time,” she said. “In
my quest to get on the air, what better way to
do it than at our college radio station?
“I also remember becoming a part-time
engineer—tracking wires into the main components so we could replace them. I guess we
were lucky nothing blew up, as none of us
knew what we were doing.”
Cingari still uses all of those skills today
as owner of Starquest Productions Inc. She
freelances for a variety of national news,
entertainment, sports and magazine shows as
a television reporter and a producer. She also
supplies field crews.
“I’m proud and honored to have been
part of the radio station,” she said, “even
though it makes me feel old.” Q
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Studio art major and Trustee Scholar Rosemary Liss put her creative skills to work last summer as an intern for Big Nazo, an international performance group of visual artists, puppet performers and masked musicians. During her stint in the puppet lab, she designed
a mask that was used in a big performance at the Bowery Ballroom in New York City. She even got to perform a few times in costume.
Behind the scenes: “I never saw myself as theatrical, but it is amazing what you can do when your identity is concealed. You definitely
feel less self-conscious.” The background: “I went to the
Waldorf School of Baltimore from kindergarten through
eighth grade. Waldorf schools stress a holistic and handsA Minute with …
on approach to teaching. When I was little we were
taught through stories, some of which used beautiful marionettes. So I was introduced to certain artistic forms from a young age. I also learned to knit, sew
and paint in elementary school. Because of my background, I thought that puppet making would
be right up my alley.” Hidden talents: “After a couple of weeks of doing repairs and working on a
practice mask to learn the techniques, I was assigned to redesign a mask to make it more formfitting
and economical. Because of the constant use of masks in performances, the fabric-lined foam that
lines the interior of the mask begins to deteriorate. I had to come up with a design that was sturdy
enough to handle the wear and tear, but also formfitting enough for a break-dancer to wear while
dancing. Since I had not had a lot of experience working with the type of mask that I was redesigning, this was a challenge. But after a lot of trial and error, I not only designed a very good mask, but
I also had a better understanding of how these costumes are constructed. I also realized how important it is to work slowly and carefully because it is less likely that I will make mistakes.” Showtime:
“Wheaton is all about an interdisciplinary education. Big Nazo is the perfect real-world example of
where this is applicable. There is a beautiful connection between visual arts and theatre there. The
opportunity to work in such a creative setting will definitely be beneficial in the future.” Q
Erminio Pinque

Rosemary Liss ’11
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Since the 1960s, more than 195,000 Peace
Corps volunteers have served in 139 host
countries. For Mollie Denhard ’10, all it
took was one—her dad—to spark her interest and, ultimately, an exhibition.
George Denhard served as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Pensa, Burkina Faso, from 1971
to 1973. Mollie grew up surrounded by the
items he brought or sent home from there. This
fall, her long-held interest in the objects led
her to curate an exhibition that included some
of the pieces. The exhibition, titled Collecting
in the Peace Corps: Tangible Memories of the
Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love, ran from October
18 through December 11, 2009, in Beard
Gallery. It focused on objects collected by
Peace Corps volunteers who served in Burkina
Faso, including a large equestrian statue loaned
to Wheaton’s Permanent Collection by Julian
Garberson ’09 and his family. Garberson’s
father was a Peace Corps staff member and the
acting country director in Burkina Faso.
“The prospect of another culture halfway around the world fascinates me,” said
Denhard, a studio art major. “Nearly two
years ago I wrote a paper for a museum
studies course titled ‘Basement Wonders:
Bringing a Peace Corps Collection Out of
Obscurity,’ in which I examined my father’s
Peace Corps experience and collection
of items, and began to see correlations
between the Peace Corps and collecting. My
museum studies professor, Leah Niederstadt,
suggested that we turn the idea into a gallery exhibition.”
Denhard is one of three students curating art exhibitions in the Beard and Weil
Galleries this academic year. The other two
are Kayla Malouin ’10, who is working
with Niederstadt on a show on the history
of the Permanent Collection, and Carrie
Peabody ’10, who will work with Professor
of Art Ann Murray on an exhibition of the
work of Mansfield artist Tina Beecher. Both
shows will run from Sunday, March 7, 2010,
through Friday, April 16, 2010.
Wheaton has been featuring studentcurated exhibitions at least since the
mid-1970s, noted Murray. One of the first
was done by students in a seminar she
team-taught. “Now that we have courses in

Nicki Pardo

The art of
curating

Mollie Denhard ’10 (right) and Leah Niederstadt, museum studies professor, prepare for the Peace Corps exhibition.

museum studies and a collections curator to supervise students on projects in the
Collection Study Room, the frequency of
student-curated exhibitions is increasing
rapidly,” she said.
Students who curate shows in conjunction
with seminars, independent study courses,
or other courses receive course credit. Other
exhibitions are curated by students as part
of their work-study jobs with the Permanent
Collection.
“I think that the most important aspects of
students curating shows are that they are able
to combine their classroom learning— readings and discussion and, at times, hands-on

exercises—with real-world experience, even if
that ‘real world’ is still on Wheaton’s campus,”
said Niederstadt. “What impresses me about
the students with whom I’ve worked so far
is their dedication to their projects and their
willingness to go the extra mile. For example,
Mollie spent hours in the Collection Study
Room and in the Mars studios conducting
research, designing plans and layouts, and
building mounts for her show. Kayla has
worked on her research into the history of the
collection for three years. And Carrie took an
off-campus internship and used the contacts
she made and the skills she gained to develop
an exhibition by a local, well-known artist.” Q
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New faculty on board
This academic year, Wheaton welcomed three new tenure-track professors
Ellen McBreen
Education: Bachelor’s, Harvard
University; master’s and doctorate, the Institute of Fine Arts,
New York University.
Previous job: Adjunct Professor,
Parsons Paris School of Art and
Design. Director, Paris Muse (a
group of art historians offering
museum tours in Paris).
Why I became an educator: My
mother, aunt and grandmother
were all teachers and educational activists, so I guess it’s in
my blood!
What led me to my field: I’m
fascinated by how one culture
imagines and interprets another.
In late 19th- and early 20thcentury France, visual artists
continually looked beyond
France for inspiration. I think
their appropriations, and the
cultural hybridity that resulted,
were defining factors of what
we now call Modernism.
Why I chose Wheaton: I wanted to teach in a
place where teaching is the priority.
Most important lesson I learned in
college: Art is not just about palettes
and paintbrushes; it’s also about power,
gender and cultural identity. Before learning that lesson in college, I didn’t think art
history courses were especially relevant.
After I learned it, visual literacy seemed
like an indispensable tool.
What I want every student to learn: They
have the gift of an individual point of view,
but a responsibility to figure out how to
express it.
What few people know about me: I was once
a semi-serious athlete. But after breaking
my collarbone playing rugby, I pretty much
hung up my cleats for good.
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Nicholas Goode ’12

Assistant professor of art history

Dana Polanichka
Assistant professor of history

the Middle Ages” to fill a requirement. The
class completely captured my imagination.
Our study of medieval religious culture, art
and architecture ignited a very visceral, inexplicable reaction in me. I quickly decided to
pursue a career in medieval history.
Why I chose Wheaton: I knew that if I came
here I would grow as a teacher, as a historian and as a person.
Most important lesson I learned in college: Passion—really loving
something and engaging
with it—is all you need.
Discovering my intellectual
passion (medieval history and
art history) served as a catalyst
that eventually put me on the
path to success both in college
and in my career.
What I want every student
to learn: In studying past
cultures, I want students to
recognize the humanity of all
peoples and the commonalities
we all share, while respecting
the vast cultural, social, intellectual, political and economic
differences that separate us.
What few people know about
me: As an adolescent I was a
science geek and completely
obsessed with the study of
viruses and hoped to become
a level-four virologist.
Keith Nordstrom

education: Bachelor’s, Dartmouth College;
master’s and doctorate, University of
California, Los Angeles.
previous job: Teaching assistant in UCLA’s
History Department.
Why I became an educator: I love students
and the process of learning and teaching. I

also have always been enthralled with the
college experience. As a child, I pretended
to be in college. My bedroom served as my
dorm room, and I even made homework
and schedules for myself! Ultimately, it was
in college that I discovered myself and transformed into the person I am today. I want to
be part of that journey for students.
What led me to my field: As a history major, I
selected “Intellectual and Cultural History of

Jenna Lukasik
Assistant professor of political science

Nicki Pardo

Education: Bachelor’s, Denison University; doctorate,
Vanderbilt University.
Previous job: Teaching “Introduction to American
Politics” and “Judicial Politics” at Vanderbilt University.
Why I became an educator: I loved school. I used to
come home from kindergarten and make my little
brother “play school” with me the rest of the afternoon. I’ve always loved learning new things and being
introduced to new ideas. I want to share that passion
and continue to learn from both my colleagues and
students.
What led me to my field: I’ve always been interested in
the law and government. I wanted to be a lawyer, but
after completing two law related internships I was no
longer convinced that practicing law was my actual

passion. I realized I was much more interested in
studying the role of the courts in our broader political
system.
Why I chose Wheaton: I knew that I had found the environment I was looking for in order to excel in research
and teaching.
Most important lesson I learned in college: Time
management! There is plenty of time for both work and
fun as long as you plan.
What I want every student to learn: I want every student to be able to critically analyze the decisions being
made by our government leaders, by not only paying
attention to the words being spoken but by being attentive to all of the underlying pressures influencing their
actions.
What few people know about me: I used to play rugby in
college and my picture is on the cover of a rugby book.
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Morris wins $150,000 NIH grant
Robert Morris, associate professor of biology, has been awarded a
three-year, $150,000 grant from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) to
support his continuing research on the
roles of cilia in animal development.
The research will investigate how
cilia specialize during development,
with the hope of learning more about
the many human diseases and birth
defects that are caused by ciliary
defects, such as polycystic kidney disease. Morris studies cell development
in the sea urchin, a creature whose
embryonic development closely
resembles that of human beings.
The grant is from the NIH’s Eunice
Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD),
which identifies itself as “the nation’s medical research agency.”
“This formerly obscure organelle, the
cell’s cilium, has undergone a revolution
in research interest due to recent discoveries about its importance in human development, birth defects and disease,” says

sense sight, sound and smell in adults.
The NICHD grant will support
Morris and his student research team
during the academic year and during
a summer residence at a major marine lab, either the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole, Mass., or
the Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory in Maine.
“This research program will
provide the first evidence of how
cilia form and specialize during the
development of complex animals to
create the spectrum of ciliary forms
Michael Dyer
and functions essential to human
Morris, who has been studying cilia and cell health,” Morris says.
The grant will also enable Morris and two
development for 14 years.
of his students to attend and present their reCilia are whip-like structures that extend
search findings at the International Conference
from a cell’s surface and act as oars to propel
fluid over cells, or as antennae to sense stimuli of the American Society for Cell Biology.
Attended by some 10,000 scientists in the
in the environment, Morris explains. In adults,
fields of cell and developmental biology, the
motile cilia support respiratory, reproductive
conference is a premier opportunity to present
and nervous systems. They are also crucial to
research and a “transformative experience for
the developmental processes that position our
the students as undergraduates,” says Morris. Q
hearts on the left and our livers on the right.
—Hannah Benoit
Immotile cilia sense cues in embryos and

NBC’s Ann Curry chosen as Commencement speaker
NBC News “Today” show and “Dateline NBC” anchor
Ann Curry has been chosen as the speaker for Wheaton
College’s 175th Commencement, which will be on
Saturday, May 22, 2010.
Curry joined the “Today” show, America’s No. 1
morning news program, in 1997, and was named coanchor of “Dateline NBC” in 2005. She also substitutes
as anchor for “NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams.”
For years, viewers have watched the agility of the
anchor as she has talked to a wide range of people—
from the “Octomom” to President Barack Obama. Her
exclusive interviews have brought her face-to-face
with world leaders and dignitaries, including a oneon-one with the Dalai Lama during his trip to the
United States amid violence in Tibet in 2008, and
a sit-down with former Pakistan Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto two months before her assassination in December 2007.
This winter, Curry was one of the first
reporter/journalists on the scene in Haiti
after the earthquake. In July 2005,
Curry traveled throughout Africa with
10 Wheaton Quarterly

First Lady Laura Bush to examine the continent’s HIV/AIDS
epidemic, women’s rights and education. She was the first
network news anchor to report from inside the tsunami
zone in Southeast Asia, and as part of the “Today”
show’s “Ends of the Earth” series, she extensively examined the effects of climate change by traveling to
Antarctica and the South Pole in 2007, and climbing Mount Kilimanjaro in 2008.
A graduate of the University of Oregon School of
Journalism, she has earned four Emmy Awards, four
Golden Mikes, several Associated Press certificates
of excellence, three Gracie Allen Awards, and
an award for Excellence in Reporting from
the NAACP. In June 2007, Curry was honored
with the Simon Wiesenthal Medal of Valor for
her extensive reporting on the violence and
ethnic cleansing taking place in Darfur. Curry
has received awards from AmeriCares, Save
the Children, the Anti-Defamation League, and
the Asian American Journalists Association. She
also has won numerous honors for her charity
work, primarily for breast cancer research. Q
Courtesy of NBC

Exploring the terrain of terror
about that. “I started thinking about psychothe idea of three rapacious women ravaging
logical drives,” he said. “I started thinka man was terrifying to Victorian readers.
ing about Freud, who is all about sex and
The horror film has also evolved through
aggression—as are horror films. Are horror
the decades. The “B” movies of the 1950s—
films fulfilling needs that we can’t work out
with titles such as I Married a Monster
in the real world, because they’re not alfrom Outer Space and Attack of the Giant
lowed? That’s very Freudian.”
Leeches—implicitly reflected a dominant
Or perhaps, he wondered, our obsestheme of the era: the dread of the “Red
sion with horror is akin to an addiction? “If
Menace” posed by Communism. In such
so, how is it similar to
and different from a drug
Students found a creaky door opening to many
addiction? I also started
questions about the human psyche, from the
thinking about gender and
connections between sex and violence to the
how women are depicted
question of evil to the “neuroscience of zombies.”
in horror films. And I began to realize that this was
a really rich topic.”
films, noted Reiss, “suddenly we’re not
His students agreed. “Learning about psyindividual people. We’re just clones, or pod
chology through horror is very interesting,”
people.... In some ways, we’re working out
said Karl Mader ’13. “Fear is the strongest
our demons through the horror film.”
emotion tied to memory, so it makes perfect
The class discussed the psychological
sense to learn this way, even though the apunderpinnings of such horror gems as The
proach may be somewhat unorthodox.”
Shining. In contrast to campy features such
Reiss’s first question to his freshmen was:
as The Blob (1958), today’s horror movies
What exactly is horror?
are explicitly graphic and violent, reflecting
Their discussion led to an exploration of
the ramped-up violence in contemporay
fear and human emotion, including a trip
society and media.
to the lab for an exercise on Galvanic Skin
“I picked a topic that I wanted to learn
Response, one of the physiological measures about,” said Reiss. “I’m not an expert in
used in a polygraph (lie detector) test.
horror, and I’m learning along with my
Reiss noted that our cultural concept of
students. I think they know that their ideas
horror has changed with time. For example,
are just as legitimate as mine. We’re just
the vampire story was not always
exploring the terrain.” Q
—Hannah Benoit
eroticized. In 1897, when
Bram Stoker wrote
the book Dracula,

Nicki Pardo

Ever since Frankenstein and Dracula
sprang from the pages of gothic fiction
to stalk their prey on the silver screen,
moviegoers have been fascinated with the
horror film. But why do we love them so?
What is it that makes us revel in being
scared out of our wits, when fear is such
an unpleasant emotion?
These were among the many questions
examined through a scholarly lens by
Assistant Professor of Psychology Jason Reiss
and the 18 students of his First Year Seminar
“Psychology and Horror” last fall.
As the class explored the horror genre—
watching and analyzing classic and contemporary horror movies—students found
a creaky door opening to many questions
about the human psyche, from the connections between sex and violence to the question of evil to the “neuroscience of zombies.”
“I wanted to show that you can take a
fun topic and treat it as a subject for serious
study,” said Reiss, who began developing
the theme after searching for a late-night
horror film on the Internet last spring. As a
new father, he had become tired of a steady
diet of G-rated fare, and found himself craving something more grown-up.
“I suddenly felt, ‘I’ve just got to see some
blood and gore,’” he recalled. “It was like I
needed a fix.”
Being a psychologist and
a student of human nature,
Reiss began wondering
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Griffin pays attention
to mindfulness
Taking on a relatively new field of study, Associate
Professor of Education Mary Lee Griffin currently is
researching mindfulness practices and the effect on
young readers and writers. As part of a 2009–2010
Wheaton Research Partnership, she and six Wheaton
students—Matthew Powell ’11 and sophomores
Caitlin Vomastek, Kathryn Powers, Raphael Sweet,
Emily Timm and Amanda DeGroff—have been
conducting research at the Henri A. Yelle School in
Norton, Mass. They plan to do the same work in two
other schools this spring. Griffin, who teaches courses
on early literacy, reading and writing curriculum,
and the social contexts of teaching and learning, is
exploring whether the practice of being still and in
the moment can help young children better focus on
their work and improve their literacy skills. We talked
to her about her work.
What is mindfulness?
It’s the awareness that comes from intentionally paying attention, in the present moment, in a nonjudgmental way.
What led you to this research?
This has been a professional and personal
interest of mine for a number of years. I
have a couple of regular mindfulness practices— meditation and yoga—that have been
a part of my daily life for a number of years.
Then, in 2008, I needed to develop a spring
First Year Seminar for our department. As I
thought about a topic, I asked the students in
my educational foundations course for their
input, and one student talked at length about
the stress students face when they arrive on
campus midyear. His comments resonated
with me, and I decided to develop a course
that would help January admits to process their
experiences, while engaging them intellectually in interesting ways that would support
their learning. The seminar was called “Edge of
Forever: Waking Up to Who We Are and What
We Do.” The overarching theme was mindfulness, which was incorporated through all kinds
of reading—poetry, nonfiction, novels—and
writing. We started every class with about
10 minutes of mindfulness practices such as
meditation, guided visualization or yoga. I have
taught this FYS twice now and what I have ob12 Wheaton Quarterly

served with both classes is a marked difference
in student engagement in discussions, in the
quality and depth of the students’ writing, and
the ways they engage with the reading. What I
was seeing was not incidental or trivial. It was
also too powerful to ignore. As a consequence,
I have stepped out of my comfort zone—as
a researcher of emergent reading and writing
and the contexts in which they happen—to
design a study that explores the potential of
mindfulness for readers and writers.
How are you going about your research?
I’m working with six research partners who
are Wheaton students. Two teams of three
students each go into a local school once
a week, where they offer 30 to 40 minutes
of mindfulness instruction to two fifth-grade
classes. In preparation for this work, the team
had a retreat for two days in August, during
which time we developed the structures and
instructional protocols for the current study. As
part of this research, fifth grade teachers follow
mindfulness activities with a reading or writing
activity. The children then journal about what
their experiences were and whether the mindfulness seemed to have had any effect on their
literacy task. We’ll end the study by conducting interviews with students and teachers as
well as surveying parents to ascertain whether
mindfulness made its way home.

“It’s very hard to quiet the
mind and keep it here because
it wants to go a zillion other
places. Staying present in order
to then focus intellectually has
a lot of potential.”
Why is it so hard to quiet the mind?
Our minds naturally race. Some traditions call
this a “monkey mind.” We’re always thinking
about the past or what we’re going to do next,
and we’re never centered in the moment and
really appreciating the present. It’s very hard
to quiet the mind and keep it here because
it wants to go a zillion other places. Staying
present in order to then focus intellectually
has a lot of potential. Research tells us that
the major educational benefits of mindfulness
seem to be reducing stress, calming the mind,
giving students greater access to intellect
during learning tasks, and helping them to be
more consistently engaged in academic tasks.
How does this help students with reading and
writing?
That’s what we’re trying to find out. Students—
college students and younger students—have
given me feedback about how they use mindfulness in stressful situations, such as when

Publications, Honors and creative works

Keith Nordstrom

Faculty

they are about to take an exam or about to sit
down to write a big paper. By quieting the mind
and focusing on the task at hand, they tell me
that they are able to be more comfortable and
focused. They’ll also persist longer. That’s what
schools may find the most compelling, if the
research supports this. In this high-stakes testing
era, we find many kids and adults in constant
states of stress and worry. Neuroscientific research is demonstrating that mindfulness has a
positive affect on the middle areas of the brain’s
prefrontal cortex. These areas are essential for
social communication as well as self-observation and self-regulation, and they represent
an important central hub in the brain’s social
circuitry. This is really exciting to me.
What is the goal of your research?
I’m hoping schools will consider integrating
mindfulness practices and training into the
curriculum.
Why is this so important, particularly now?
For all the reasons I just mentioned—most
notably helping people to better attend and
focus—but also to feel comfortable and
confident as learners. We know students are
bright and capable; we just need to find ways
for them to consistently and confidently show
up and demonstrate their many capabilities
and strengths. Q

Professor of Sociology John Grady
delivered the keynote address,
“Erving Goffman’s Contribution to
the Social Analysis of Advertising
Images,” at the Nordic Visual
Studies Workshop on “The Visual
Presentation of Self,” University of
Reykjavik, Iceland, in November
2009. He also published the article
“Badania wizualne na rozdrozu”
in Przeglad Socjologii Jakosciowej
(2009) and a review of Louie Palu’s
book Cage Call in the journal Visual
Studies (September 2009).
Professor of Art Andrew Howard
had two of his photographs printed
in the portfolio section of the Cape
Cod Life winter issue (December
2009).
Professor of Philosophy Nancy
Kendrick published the article
“Why Hume’s Counterexample is
Insignificant and Why It is Not” in
the British Journal for the History
of Philosophy (December 2009).
She also gave a presentation titled
“Anthropomorphizing Existential
Necessity” at the Anselmian PerfectBeing Theology and the Cognitive
Science of Religion conference
in Birmingham, U.K., in June
2009; and gave the presentation
“Presence, Absence and the Nature
of Friendship” at a conference in
Siena, Italy, in December 2009.

Professor of Sociology Javier
Treviño was a Fulbright Scholar
to the Republic of Moldova, from
September through December
2009. He taught two courses
at Moldova State University in
Chisinau, Moldova: “America Society
and Modern Social Thought” and
“Sociology of Law.” He also delivered the keynote address, “Trust
and Civil Dialogue in Democratic
Society,” at the international conference “Challenges of Democracy”
held at Moldova State University.
Professor of English Sue Standing
collaborated on three different
ventures that debuted in the past
year, including Travel, a limitededition artist’s book that contains
four of Standing’s poems (October
2009). The work is a collaboration
with the Printmakers’ Network of
Southern New England. Related to
the project, Standing participated
in a colloquium on creativity and
collaboration in the arts at Fairfield
(Conn.) University in October 2009.

Alumnae/i
Jeff Banks ’94 was named
2008–2009 Teacher of the Year
at the Boston Central Adult High
School.
The architectural photography of
Anne Hall ’68 is on display in At
Home in Tennessee: Classic Historic
Interiors by Donna Dorian (Louisiana
State University Press, 2009).

Assistant Professor of Art History
Sean McPherson published
the article “Hybrid Nativism
and Regional Internationalism:
Japanese-American Buddhist
Architecture in the Central Valley” in
Vernacular Architecture Newsletter
(Summer 2009). He also organized
a panel titled “Japan as Site and
Source of Architecture Hybridity
and Modernity” at the New England
Chapter of the Association for Asian
Studies Regional Conference at
Brown University in October 2009.

Jill Hunting ’72 explores the mystery of her brother’s death in her
memoir Finding Pete: Rediscovering
the Brother I Lost in Vietnam
(Wesleyan University Press, 2009).
Jill’s brother was a civilian volunteer
in Vietnam at the time of his death.

Assistant Professor of History
Dana Polanichka published the
booklet Getting an Academic Job in
History (Washington, D.C.: American
Historical Association, 2009).

Bri Jeffrey ’08 co-authored the
article “c-Fos protein expression is
increased in cholinergic neurons of
the rodent basal forebrain during
spontaneous and induced wakeful-

Helen Chen ’68 has published
Helen Chen’s Easy Asian Noodles,
another in her series of cookbooks
featuring dozens of delicious recipes (Wiley, 2010).

ness” in the Brain Research Bulletin
(December 2009). The publication
is the result of research completed at the VA Brockton Harvard
Neuroscience Lab, and Stephanie
Cummings ’07 is also acknowledged in the publication for work
she completed during her internship
in summer 2006.
Peter Kunhardt Jr. ’05 is co-author
of Lincoln, Life-Size (November
2009), a unique collection of fullsize reproductions of photographic
portraits of Lincoln’s face over a
period of 20 years.
Wendy Whelan Larivee ’77, who
teaches Spanish at St. John’s Prep
in Massachusetts, received the
Ryken Award. The honor recognizes
a member of the faculty or staff
for exceptional dedication and
commitment to Xaverian Brothers
education.
Rosemary Pye ’68, regional
director of the National Labor
Relations Board in Boston, was inducted into the College of Labor and
Employment Lawyers in 2009.
The Arlington (Va.) Heritage Alliance
recognized the dedication and
longtime service of preservation advocate Constance Werner Ramirez
’61 with the organization’s 2009
Heritage Award. Connie is director of
the Federal Preservation Institute.
In September 2009, the
Massachusetts Board of Library
Commissioners honored Nancy
Robbins Rea ’69 with a special
commendation for her outstanding work as the agency’s Deputy
Director and Head of Library
Development.
In November, Betty Reardon ’51
was awarded the Sean MacBride
Peace Prize by the International
Peace Bureau to recognize her
myriad contributions to peace
education.
AnGayle Vasiliou ’05 co-authored
the article “Thermal Decomposition
of Furan Generates Propargyl
Radicals” in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry (July 2009).
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FIELD REPORT

Floored by the flu and a 101-degree fever in a foreign country two days
before a competition, Kristin Duquette ’13 found herself in a quandary.
While only able to keep down diluted Gatorade, the 18-year-old swimmer
questioned whether she would be healthy enough to represent her country
at the Youth Parapan American Games in Bogotá, Colombia, last October.
However, “relent” is not
a part of Duquette’s vocabulary. At age 9, she was
diagnosed with facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy, a debilitating illness
that causes weakening of
the muscles of the face,
shoulder blades and upper
arms. That didn’t stop her
from getting this far as a
competitive swimmer, and
she wasn’t about to let a
cold stop her in Bogotá.
So, with the assistance of a
team doctor, she returned
to her feet and prepared for
an experience of a lifetime.
She won the 50 freestyle
and placed second in the
50 backstroke, 100 and
200 freestyle, and 150
individual medley. That was
classic Duquette, according to those who know the
swimmer. She constantly
pushes to do her best in
the pool—against all odds,
notes men’s and women’s
swimming & diving head
coach Jean-Paul Gowdy.
She does the same in the
classroom.
“During the opening
ceremonies, we walked out
to a huge crowd of people
and several cameras,” said
Duquette, who was one of
nine women selected to the
U.S. team. “I was the first
14 Wheaton Quarterly

Courtesy of Kristin Duquette ’13

Swimming
against the tide
and winning
“I’ve always been an athletic
and competitive person with
a childhood dream of one day
becoming an Olympic swimmer.
But after I got diagnosed, I
thought it wasn’t meant to be.
That was really hard.”
person to go through for the U.S., and that
was a really cool experience.”
In order to be considered for the games
(for athletes with disabilities), Duquette
competed at the Can-Am Para Swimming
Championship in Canada over the summer.
There, she needed to make certain qualifying times in her functionality class for specific events. World rankings are also a factor
when being considered for teams.
Traveling outside North America for the
first time, Duquette admits she wasn’t at
her best in the water in Bogotá. But she
swam well under the circumstances, which
included competing more than 8,600 feet
above sea level.
“My body did not want to swim,” said the
American record holder in the 200-meter
and 200-yard backstroke events, “but with
a lot of athletes at that level there will be
times when your body does not want to
swim whatsoever.”
Duquette had to stop swimming competitively after being diagnosed with the muscular dystrophy disease at age 9. However,
she refused to accept doctors’ orders for a
wheelchair and braces. Instead, she and her
family sought alternative treatments.
“My family and I were saying there
has to be a way around this, so I started
a holistic type of therapy that would help
me walk without pain and would increase
my mobility,” she said. “I’ve always been
an athletic and competitive person with a
childhood dream of one day becoming an

SCOREBOARD

Field hockey
The Lyons (6–12, 2–6 NEWMAC) began the
2009 campaign at 5–3 before suffering six
one-goal losses during a seven-game stretch.
Cassandra Abel ’10, Alexandra Block ’10
and Jessica Strock ’11 all landed NFHCA
All-New England honors, while Abel
claimed her first NEWMAC All-Conference
nod.

Men’s soccer
Nationally ranked for much of the fall,
Wheaton (18–4–1, 5–1) advanced to its
eighth NEWMAC Tournament title game,
but fell short to Babson College, 2–1. With a
league-leading 16 goals, the most by a Lyon
in nine seasons, Yuri Moreira ’11 was named
NEWMAC Player of the Year. Moreira, David
Ferriero ’11, Joshua Solomon ’11, Kyle Sye
’11 and Cecil Jeffrey ’13 all received allconference recognition.

Women’s soccer
The regionally ranked Lyons (18–4–2,
6–1–2) qualified for their 10th straight
NCAA Tournament after earning a share of
their 11th consecutive NEWMAC regular
season title. Cassandra Muse ’13 was named
league rookie of the year after netting a
NEWMAC-high 15 goals, and she joined

Olympic swimmer. But after I got diagnosed,
I thought it wasn’t meant to be. That was
really hard.”
When she reached high school, Duquette
had two choices: serve as a team manager,
as she did her freshman year, or get back into
the water and fight for what she loved doing.
Sophomore year, she returned to the pool and
had to teach herself how to swim again.
“Mentally I knew how to swim, but physically I was dealing with a different body,”
said Duquette, who has done motivational
speaking in the past and plans to do more
in the future. “I loved it because it was the
first time doing something competitive and
physical in a very long time. I was always
told you’re not strong enough, your body is
getting weaker, you’re not supposed to do

Lyndsey McManus ’10,
Emily Hough ’11 and
Alessia Viscomi ’11 as
all-conference honorees.
Kathleen Carroll ’10 became the fifth Academic
All-American in the history of Wheaton athletics.

Women’s tennis
Wheaton (13–2, 6–1) capped a memorable
fall campaign with its first league tournament title, as the regionally ranked Lyons
downed five-time defending champion
Wellesley College, 5–4 in the championship match. The Blue and White earned
five all-league honors (a school record),
with Sarah Geocaris ’11, Catherine Teague
’11, Ellen Van Faasen ’11, Rosalyn Chesky
’12 and Allesandra DiOrio ’12 all being
lauded. Lynn Miller was named conference coach of the year for the Lyons,
who will compete in their first NCAA
Tournament in May.

Wheaton has unveiled a new athletics Web site that
is sleek, dynamic and user-friendly. Check it out at
athletics.wheatoncollege.edu.

her standout career fifth in program history
in kills (1,143), while Miranda Howitt ’12
led the NEWMAC with 456 kills, the most
by a Wheaton underclassman since 1998.
With 1,170 assists, Rebecca Rose ’11 became the first Lyon with multiple 1,000-assist seasons.

Men’s and women’s cross
country

The 2009 season was highlighted by a 3–2
win over regionally–ranked Trinity College
and saw the Lyons (18–15, 2–7) play a full
five sets 13 times. Lauren Kraus ’10 finished

Wheaton’s women took 24th out of 47
squads at the NCAA Division III New
England Championship, as Rachel Scavera
’12 and Lindsay Petrenchik ’13 were the first
two Lyons to finish. For the men, who took
28th among 48, Nicholas Kacher ’11 was
first to finish, followed by Colin Fahey ’11.

this, but getting back to doing something
physical really helped my confidence.”
That constant determination also helped
land Duquette at Wheaton, where she is
a member of the swimming & diving program. And it keeps her on the right course
with her academics. She has yet to decide
on a major, but she is interested in sociology because she enjoys observing how
people interact.
“I’m a regular 18-year-old, but then again
I’m not,” said Duquette, who travels home
many weekends to see her doctor, physical therapist, athletic trainer, strength and
conditioning coach, and personal coach. “At
Wheaton, I have swimming, homework and
classes, but living in a single means I don’t
have anyone to rely on, so I literally have to

plan everything out, as it takes me a lot longer to do things. I also make sure I have the
proper amount of sleep and treat my body
like a machine.”
Ultimately, she has an eye on qualifying
for the 2012 Paralympics in London, where
more than 500 of the world’s top Paralympic
swimmers from more than 80 countries
compete for 140 gold medals.
To help get there, Gowdy has encouraged her to set weekly goals. “He suggested
mentally visualizing what I want to work on
for myself and at meets, while remaining
positive and calm and realizing that the only
thing I can control is me,” said Duquette,
“which I definitely gained an appreciation
for in Colombia.” Q
—Scott Dietz

Women’s volleyball
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SNAP SHOTS

Heart work
“It’s really important to find what you love
to do. When you find what you love, listen
to your heart. When people listen to their
hearts, that is when they do well.” Wheaton
Distinguished Fellow Ann Fudge told students that during her fall visit to campus to
share how she broke through the glass ceilings and brick walls of corporate America.
Good advice, considering how well the
practice has served Fudge, former chair and
CEO of the global marketing and communications company Young & Rubicam Brands;
former president of Kraft Foods’ beverages, desserts and Post division; and
chair of the U.S. Program Advisory Panel for the Gates Foundation.

Lasting impression
English major Alexander Bandazian
’09 has left a lasting impression for all
to see from the windows of the Mars
Arts and Humanities building. His
outdoor life-size concrete sculpture
of a man in business attire upsidedown with his head buried in a desk
definitely catches the attention of
passersby. Two years ago Professor
of Art Andrew Howard, with the
help of Lena Isenberg, Melissa Scalzi
and Evan Morse, all from the Class
of 2009, created the small outdoor
sculpture garden in an otherwise
unused architectural space to showcase the work of students. (Photo by
Andrew Howard)

Stepping up
In October, the members of the F.E.E.T. House,
Wheaton’s newest theme-based residence, presented a creative way to help children through
their Style Your Sole event. The Wheaton community was invited to buy a pair of shoes from
TOMS Shoes and then decorate them to their
liking. For every pair
of shoes purchased,
TOMS donates a pair
of shoes to a child in
need. F.E.E.T. stands
for Friends Expanding
and Exploring Together. “The idea behind it
is a play on words with ‘feet,’ on which we
stand firmly in our Wheaton experiences
and also move forward to face any challenge
(feat) that we are presented with every day,”
said Michelle Skolnik ’10, house co-president
with Katharine Kimball ’10. “There is another
aspect to the expanding and exploring idea: As
young adults and college students, we want to
help younger people grow and develop their
potential as well.”
16 Wheaton Quarterly

Pounds of cake
One cake just won’t do when celebrating someone’s 200th birthday. So Wheaton had five in
honor of founder Eliza Baylies Chapin Wheaton’s
200th—and not just any old cakes. Each one was
elaborately decorated with edible photos from
the Gebbie archives, including one featuring
the college’s seal. President Ronald A. Crutcher
even led those gathered to celebrate in singing
“Happy Birthday” in two-part harmony.

Wheaton in the News

CNN interviews
professor on horror

NBC affiliate focuses on video game research

Collins featured in
Scientific American
An article in Scientific American recently
featured Associate Professor of Geology Geoff
Collins talking about his research on Ganymede.
Ganymede, the largest moon in the solar
system, could qualify as a planet, if it weren’t
for the fact that it orbits Jupiter. So, creating a
map of it is a massive undertaking.
It was big news when the map was completed, particularly since researchers from
NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA)
are currently planning an unmanned mission to Jupiter and its moons for 2020.
Scientific American notes that the new
map, drawn from evidence collected by the
Voyager and Galileo spacecraft, supports
a theory developed by Collins and Wes
Patterson of the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) about the
“grooved” surface features of Ganymede.
“When you look at really close-up pictures
of these grooves, a lot of them look like huge
normal faults, a geological feature produced
by pulling the surface apart, like the Hudson
River Valley or the Basin and Range
[Province] in Nevada,” Collins said in
the article. “We really want to know
what forces pulled the surface apart.”
The theory advanced by Collins
and Patterson is that the forces that
created these grooves involve
orbital resonances of two of
Jupiter’s three other satellites—
Europa and Io.

Photos by Keith Nordstrom

Just in time for Halloween, CNN entertainment correspondent Kareen Wynter talked
to Assistant Professor of Psychology Jason
Reiss to explore why moviegoers love horror
films, to the tune of nearly $1 billion in annual gross sales by October 2009.
According to Reiss: “It actually acts as a
safe way to experience danger—I can get this
intense experience, but no matter how horrible it is, no matter how scary it is or violent
it is, as soon as the credits roll, I’m done.”
There is a downside, he told the reporter:
“If you’re very emotionally invested in movies, then the negative experience is going to
stay with you and that’s not something that
you would enjoy.”
NBC News in Providence interviewed
Assistant Professor of Psychology Rolf Nelson
about his ongoing research of the impact of
video games.
Nelson, who studies human visual perception, found that playing different kinds of video
games changes the way people think and
approach their surroundings. He performed
two different experiments in which participants
played either a fast-action video game (Unreal
Tournament) or a puzzle-solving video game
(Portal). Before and after their gaming sessions,
participants performed a task in which both
speed and accuracy were emphasized.
People who played the action video game

did tasks faster, but at the cost of being less accurate, he told the Channel 10 reporter. Those
who played the strategy game did things more
accurately, but more slowly.
His advice to parents: “If you’re choosing
games for your kids to play, don’t have them
play an action game just before doing their
homework or just before taking a test—
something where they have to sit down and
actually think.”
Several other national and international
media outlets and Web sites also reported
on his research, including MSN.com and
BusinessWeek.com. His research also was
published in the academic journal Perception.

Sun Chronicle takes note of
Marshall scholar
The Sun Chronicle (Attleboro, Mass.) ran a story
about Gabriel (“Gabe”) Amo ’10 being named a 2010
Marshall Scholar. He is one of 40 students nationwide
who earned the scholarship to support graduate study
in the United Kingdom.
The article also highlighted some of his other achievements, noting that he “has worked on campaigns for Rhode
Island politicians Patrick Kennedy and Sheldon Whitehouse.
He also has been a field director for the Rhode Island
Democratic Party. And last year, he was part of Barack
Obama’s ‘Get Out The Vote’ effort in New Hampshire.”
With support from the Marshall, the political science
major will begin graduate studies at Oxford University
next fall, focusing on the intersection of politics and
public policy, and the role each plays in perpetuating
cycles of poverty.
SPRING 2010 17
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Haiti’s in her
heart
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was started in 1998 to address
malnutrition, which is responsible for about 60 percent of
all deaths in Haiti, according
to the organization’s Web site.
Telesmanick has been
overseeing the organization’s
safe-water program, the therapeutic plumpy nut initiative for severely malnourished children, and the Positive Deviance
Hearth program. The hearth program is a
community-based effort that works with families
in the mountains and villages of Leogane,
focusing on moderately malnourished children
to rehabilitate them and to teach their families how to cook nutritious meals using local
resources. There has been an 85 to 90 percent
success rate of children growing at or above the
international standard, she said.
“We’re hoping that as soon as everything is
stabilized that we can get this program back
up and running,” she said.
The biology major began working for the
program after serving as a Peace Corps volunteer in Bangladesh and then staying on to work
for Family Health International.
Wheaton’s emphasis on study abroad was
one of the reasons she chose to come here to
college.
“My junior year abroad in Paris was formative and had a major impact on my
decision to join the Peace
Corps after graduating,”

she said. “During the three years I worked in
Bangladesh, my eyes were opened to the world
of public health, and I decided to go back to get
my master’s degree in public health in developing countries at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine.”
All of her experiences have come into
play in her current job, which she found on
idealist.org. The earthquake rattled her (she is
still leery about being indoors—even in New
Bedford). However, it didn’t shake her resolve
to make a difference.
“My whole goal in life is to help reduce suffering. I’ve always worked toward that,” she said.
On Thursday, January 28, she got on a plane
and headed back to Haiti. Q
Read the Quarterly
for future updates
about her.

Allison Kwesell

When the earthquake devastated Haiti on
January 12, killing tens of thousands, Kara
Telesmanick ’02 managed to get out safely and
return home to Massachusetts. But as soon as
her feet hit the ground here, she began plotting
her way back.
She is driven to contribute to the relief efforts
and to continue her work to improve the lives of
children and families. Since 2007, she has been
a program manager at the Children’s Nutrition
Program of Haiti in Leogane, a coastal town 18
miles west of Port-au-Prince that was 80 percent
destroyed, according to media reports.
“The program I work for is incredible,” said
Telesmanick, who was in a café having lunch
in Port-au-Prince when the earthquake struck.
“Leogane is where I’ve been
living for three years. It’s my
community and my neighbors, and the whole town is
gone. Personally, I need to
go back and find out what
happened to people there. I
keep thinking of new names
and wondering.”
Days after her return to New Bedford, Mass.,
and before she returned to Haiti, she sat at
her family’s dining-room table talking about
her work and her concerns. It was one more
interview in a long list, including some with
the Boston Globe, the Standard Times (New
Bedford), Fox 25 and New England Cable
News.
While the nation has been glued to the TV
coverage, the television in her living room was
not on. It has been too hard to look and not
be there, said Telesmanick, who was practically tethered to her computer laptop lifeline to
friends, colleagues and the Haitian boyfriend
she had to leave behind.
“I’m getting about one e-mail per second,”
she said.
Her house in Haiti was destroyed in
the earthquake, but the nearby Hopital
Sainte Croix, where she works, still stands.
Collaborating with Save the Children USA, her
colleagues have set up tents in a nearby field to
continue running a clinic and working on the
nutrition program.
The Children’s Nutrition Program of Haiti

It’s all monkey business for alum
Growing up, Natalie
Shelton ’05 loved animals
and knew that she would
end up working with them.
She thought it would be as a
veterinarian. But her experience at Wheaton widened
her eyes to all the possibilities. Now her days are filled
with monkey business.
Shelton, who works
for Helping Hands, trains
capuchin monkeys to
become service animals for
people with limited mobility. Helping Hands is a
national nonprofit organization based in Boston that
places service monkeys
in the homes of recipients
who need assistance with
daily activities.
She is one of only five
trainers at the organization.
Each monkey in the program
has a specific trainer who
works solely with that animal. Shelton and the others train monkeys
to perform tasks, including fetching objects,
turning on lights, retrieving items from the
refrigerator, turning the pages of a book and
even scratching someone’s nose. In addition
to training, she is also responsible for the
everyday care of the monkeys.
Shelton, who majored in psychobiology,
entered Wheaton planning to major in biology, on the road to becoming a veterinarian.
She took the required courses in biology and
chemistry. Then she discovered that many
animal-related courses, such as “Animal
Communication and Cognition,” were offered through the psychology department.
Switching to psychobiology combined all of
her interests.
“My courses with [Associate Professor of
Psychology] Kathy Morgan had exposed me
to many different aspects of animal behavior and cognition, and I began considering
other career opportunities in these areas,”
said Shelton. “At first, I was a bit nervous
that I might be judged foolish for wanting to
give up a lucrative career as a veterinarian

Jill Siebeking

“As a trainer, I’ve developed a
strong bond with each of my
monkeys, and I look forward to
seeing them every day.”
for one that would invariably involve scooping poop on a daily basis…. My Wheaton
experience was invaluable in helping me
realize the array of career choices I had, and
in helping me to get my foot in the door in
what can be a highly competitive field.”
While a student, she worked summers at
the Southwick Zoo, in Mendon, Mass. After
graduating, she worked in several animalrelated jobs, including as an assistant lab
manager of a primate psychology lab. Then
she landed her position at Helping Hands.
“I began volunteering at Helping Hands
about a year and a half before I was offered
a position. The work of a volunteer is not
glamorous—cleaning cages, washing dishes,
doing laundry,” she said. “But I looked forward to going every week, being around the
monkeys, and learning about the organiza-

tion. I realized what a unique organization
Helping Hands is, and how much of an
impact it makes on the lives of the individuals who receive our monkeys.”
The job suits her perfectly. “I’ve always
been a fairly quiet person, calm, patient and
empathetic,” she said. “The monkeys feed
off of your own behavior. If you become
anxious, frustrated or overexcited too easily,
it can hinder your ability to work with the
monkeys effectively. It’s helpful to keep a
positive attitude, and to have a sense of humor— if the antics of 50-plus monkeys don’t
make you laugh, what will?
“Being around the monkeys every day
is so much fun. They each have their own
distinct personalities, and they never
fail to make me smile. As a trainer, I’ve
developed a strong bond with each of my
monkeys, and I look forward to seeing
them every day.”
Equally rewarding was meeting several of
the recipients of the service monkeys during
Helping Hands’ 30th anniversary celebration in October. “Hearing them speak about
how receiving a monkey has transformed
their lives brought tears to my eyes, and
as I work with my monkeys, I try to keep
in mind the individual whose life they’ll
change at some point in the future.” Q
For more information
Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers for the Disabled,
541 Cambridge St., Boston, MA 02134, (617) 7874419, monkeyhelpers.org
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Passion for gardening grows into business
Brenda Irving Cooke ’93 watched for more
than a decade as her mother, Joyce, fought
breast cancer. During that time, she was
especially saddened to look out her mother’s
window and see the garden that was Joyce’s
pride and joy overgrown with weeds.
After her mom succumbed to the disease
in 2002, Brenda decided to channel her
grief into a new career—as a landscape designer. “I decided I wanted to do something
that honored her spirit,” Cooke explained,
as she worked on a residential garden near
her home in Walpole, Mass., where she
lives with her husband and two children.
“She taught me everything I know about
landscaping.”
Cooke’s company, Gardens with Spirit,
emphasizes the therapeutic way that flowers, plants and nature can nurture the soul.
It is a passion she shared with both her
mother and her father, who also died of
cancer. “All three of us loved gardening,”
said Cooke. “That’s how we spent our family
time.” (The exception was her sister and
fellow Wheaton alumna, Pamela Irving ’91,
who never took it up.)
Since 2007, Cooke has had another
outlet for sharing her gardening skills: as a
volunteer with Hope in Bloom, a two-yearold nonprofit that provides free gardens for
breast cancer patients. “That organization
was made for me,” Cooke said.
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Hope in Bloom was founded by Roberta
Dehman Hershon in memory of a childhood friend and fellow gardener who died
of the disease. The organization’s hundreds
of volunteer landscapers have planted
more than 70 indoor and outdoor
gardens for grateful recipients across
Massachusetts. The gardens cost
from $200 to $3,000 each, but the
group depends on donations to
cover expenses.
Cooke does not cut corners
when she receives an assignment. She sits down with patients to figure out exactly what
sort of garden they want, from
colors and fragrances to types
of plants. “It’s meticulous gardening,” she said. “Every garden
is unique in its own special way.”
Victoria Arocho

Hershon described Cooke as “a woman
with a big heart who embraced our program
and has been instrumental in helping Hope
in Bloom grow.” She not only designs beautiful gardens, but she also pays her employees to work on them and stays in touch with
the gardens’ owners.
Cooke said her own experience with her
mother has given her a deep understanding
of the importance of Hope in Bloom’s work.
“People need help,” she said. “When my
mom was sick, it was such a sad thing looking out and seeing everything all weeds—
and the family, we were just trying to make
meals.”
Cooke, who majored in psychology and
education and minored in studio art at
Wheaton, never expected to become a professional gardener. Before becoming a fulltime caregiver for her mother, she worked as

The ties that bind start here
FIRST PERSON

For more information
Gardens with Spirit; Walpole, MA, 02081, (774)
244-7347, gardenswithspirit.com
Hope in Bloom; Dedham, MA 02026, (781) 3813597, hopeinbloom.org

Lou Ann Daly ’76

Keith Nordstrom

a special education teacher.
Her lack of a business background made
starting her company a challenge, but today
Cooke has four employees who do everything except lawn care. She also said her
time at Wheaton helped her, particularly
the design principles she learned in her art
classes. “All my experiences at Wheaton
taught me to be a strong individual,” she said.
As for Gardens with Spirit, Cooke said,
“My hope is to stay small. I’m really comfortable right now—offering this small-scale,
old-fashioned kind of landscaping.” Q
—Ted Nesi ’07

When I received my first
sition is all about finding new
year housing assignment
ways for students and alums
in the summer of 2006, my
to interact and connect, in an
alum neighbor was more
effort to strengthen the ties to
excited about the news than
the college.
I was. Her excitement was
Lou Ann and Jessica are just
infectious as she described
two examples of the entire
everything from the perks of
network of alums that students
living on upper campus to
can tap for their expertise. I’m
overcoming the anxieties of
already benefiting from the
By Shannon Ryan ’10
communal bathrooms. It was
interaction. I’ve never been
during this conversation that I first saw a
one to plan. And my life is organized,
glimpse of the strong attachment that albut only out of necessity. I typically lead
ums have to Wheaton and their eagerness by example rather than consciously plot
to share this affection.
things out. However, the workshop made
Coming full circle, more than three
me more thoughtful about what I hope to
years later, I got another firsthand sense of
accomplish through my leadership roles
how powerful connections to the college
on campus and beyond. It made me concan be for alums. During Homecoming
sider why I want to do something, not just
Weekend in October, I attended a leaderthat I want to do it.
ship workshop led by two Wheaton alums.
Connecting with alums is so close to
Lou Ann Daly ’76, CEO and co-founder
my heart because I love Wheaton. I don’t
of O!LAD, and Jessica Bruce ’87, human
know where I’d be without the support
resources vice president at the Associated
of this unique community (including
Press, led more than 20 students through
professors, staff, students and alums).
hours of strategic planning training,
It has given me a valuable liberal arts
demonstrating the tenacity, generosity and
education as well as friendships and
ingenuity that define Wheaton. Long after
helped shape my character. I know that
Lou Ann and Jessica have built successful
I will stay connected once I leave, but I
and very busy careers, they continually
think it’s difficult for many students to see
return to Wheaton to offer a hand to help
the value of their experience at Wheaton
ensure the success of current students.
while they are here. Perhaps if they have
I’ve been thinking about this workshop
more opportunities like the leadership
a lot during my senior year, especially
workshop to interact with alums, they will
since I am the student representative to
get a glimpse of how far our Wheaton
the Wheaton Board of Trustees and the
education can take us and see themselves
Alumnae/i Association. The recently crecontinuing their connection long after
ated Student Government Association pothey have graduated. Q
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Wheaton is celebrating
the 175th anniversary of the founding
of the college. It’s the perfect time to test your
knowledge of Wheaton history.
Take out your No. 2 pencil, please. No Googling!
Answers on page 61
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Bonus points: Go online at wheatoncollege.edu/quarterly
and correctly answer three bonus questions for a chance to win a
Wheaton sweatshirt or T-shirt. Hurry! You must answer the
online questions by Friday, March 26. We will announce
the winner in the summer Quarterly.
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Nicole Crowder

My gift.
My way.

Nancy Nichols Van Metre ’60
Retired director of the Nancy Van Metre College and Career
Center at Mount Vernon High School in Alexandria, Va.
Wheaton Alumnae/i Achievement Award winner, 1995
Wife of retired naval officer James Van Metre; mother of four,
grandmother of nine

“I met my future husband, Jim, at Wheaton. Together we
embarked on a challenging life in the U.S. Navy. Wheaton
taught me wonderful leadership skills. And the intellectual
curiosity that was stressed helped me to assimilate into many
new communities and later work with many diverse students in
my career in education. My ties to the college have remained
constant throughout my adult life. I have served on several
alumnae/i committees and as a class officer. So it is my privilege
to put Wheaton in my will, specifying that my gift be used
for the scholarship fund to pass on the benefits of a Wheaton
education to deserving students.”

Your gift. Your way.
Learn how you can give for the future right now.
Call the Office of Gift Planning at 508-286-3459.

Wheaton College, 26 E. Main Street, Norton, MA 02766 www.wheatoncollege.edu

Support the
big picture.
Diane Quinn Kennedy ’86
Assistant director/arts festival coordinator, South Shore Art Center
Cohasset (Mass.) Education Foundation board member
Wheaton Fund supporter

3

Focuses on the details:

3

Sees how art imitates life:
“At Wheaton, I was a music and history double major—and a
Whim. I was always fascinated by culture and connections and
how people responded to their political and social environments
through music, art and media. For me, working and volunteering
is all about connections.”

Draws inspiration from Wheaton:
“Wheaton helped me discover so much about myself and my
place within the world. More than anything, though, the friends
I made and continue to make through Wheaton inspire me to
support the Wheaton Fund. As alums, we all have a role in the
life of the college and the lives of today’s students.”

Support Wheaton
Call 800-896-3145 (option 2) or visit
www.wheatoncollege.edu/giving

Nicki Pardo

3

“When I think of Wheaton, I always think of the library inscription: ‘That they may have life and have it abundantly.’
For me, that means focusing on the arts. The arts enrich
my life every day and enrich most people’s lives—
whether they know it or not. As assistant director of
the South Shore Art Center, I have managed the annual
arts festival for 11 years, and I’ve been involved in the
local schools, primarily promoting the value of the arts
in education.”

